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Recently we have advocated [1] for the use of a generalized exponential

i (1)

to describe the most common types of survival curves for microorganisfias in radiation
fields. In relation (1), SF denotes the fraction of species surviving irradiation dose D, DQ
has the meaning of the effective dose, i.e. the dose which reduces the population of
species to 37 per cent of the initial value, and a is the dispersion parameter.

To show the potential use of the stretched exponential for the practical purposes we
have referred to the International Standard ISO 11137 [2] for radiation sterilization,
riamely to the dose setting method using the bioburden information. This rnethod depends
upon experimental verification that the response to radiation of the product microflora is
.greater than that of a microbal population having a standard resistance^ It is said that a
^rationalized choice had been made for the standard distribution of resistances, cf. Whitby
^and Gelda {3], and using the computational methods, the individual doses required to
achieve values of SAL (sterility assurance level, i.e. probability of a viable

-microorganism being present on a product unit after sterilization) of 10 •,•'10"?, 10"4, 10"5

1and 10 had been calculated for levels of bioburden on product priori to irradiation
(average bioburden). Here we are showing that die tabulated values (Table Bl, ISO
11137) are excellently reproduced by equation (1) with

SF = SAL!<Bb> '•'•'• (2)

jwiere^ <Bb > stands for the average bioburden, i.e. population of viable microorganisms
on a product, and the numerical values of the effective dose and the dispersion parameter
^ egpal to Do = 0.33 kGy and a = 0.7, respectively. Actually For ^3Bx4d nimierical

of a - 0.7 the weighted mean of A> is equal to:j0.33095 k0y wi&.iflie standard
tt as low as 6.0010 for SAL in the range 10"2 - Mr. This means that equations (1)

(2) provide the most direct way to compare the:< radiation^ lespojnse'1 Of a given
inciobal population with that having a standard distributiion<)f resistances and to estimate

• Jae'ieq^iired radiation doses, c£ Fig. 1 • .:''•••;^i''\
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JPig. 1: Radiation dose required to achieve given SAL for bioburden having standard
'distribution of resistance, ISO 11137 (1995). Inset depicts this standard distribution with
'rifoments given by <(D I0.33)" > = F(l + n 10.7) where Y denotes the Gamma function.
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